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ABSTRACT

Pediatric cataract is the most common treatable cause of blindness in children. Prevalence, etiology and morphology vary with the socioeconomic development. The treatment goal is to reduce amblyopia, being difficult management especially in unilateral cases. The decision on aphakia or primary intraocular lens should be individualized as well as correction with contact lens or spectacles. The intraocular lens single-piece hydrophobic acrylic are the most implanted in children and the preferably is in the capsular bag. The Sanders-Retzlaff-Kraff theoretic (SRK/T) stressing that is described as more predictable, following Holladay I and SRK II and the recommendation is to under correction +6.0 or +8.0 dioptrias expecting the growth of the eye. The posterior capsule opacity is the most frequent complication and varies with the material choice of the lens. Glaucoma is the most serious postoperative complication and depends on the timing of the surgery, primary lens implantation and time of post surgical follow-up. The adherence to occlusion therapy with patching is critical to the visual prognosis and is determined by the child’s age and laterality of the cataract. There was significant improvement in the surgery and in IOLs, however the final visual prognosis is still not desirable.
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RESUMO

A catarata pediátrica é a causa mais comum de cegueira tratável em crianças. Prevalência, etologia e morfologia variam conforme o desenvolvimento sócioeconómico. O tratamento tem como objetivo diminuir a ambliopia, sendo de difícil manejo principalmente em casos unilaterais. A decisão sobre afasia ou implante primário de lente intraocular deve ser individualizado, assim como a correção com lente de contato ou óculos. As lentes intraoculares acrílicas hidrofóbicas de peça única são as mais implantadas em crianças com preferência de implante no saco capsular. A fórmula biométrica Sanders-Retzlaff-Krafftheoretic (SRK/T) é a mais precisa em pacientes pediátricos, seguida de Holladay I e SRK II, com recomendação de sob correção de +6 a +8.0 dioptrias, devido ao esperado crescimento rápido do globo ocular. A opacidade de cápsula posterior é a complicação mais frequente e varia com o material da lente a ser implantada e o glaucoma é a complicação pós-operatória mais grave e depende da idade da criança na cirurgia, implante primário de LIOs e da duração do acompanhamento pós-cirúRGICO. A adesão ao tratamento oclusivo é fundamental para o prognóstico visual, sendo determinado de acordo com a idade da criança e a lateralidade da catarata. Mesmo com a melhora do tratamento cirúrgico e das lentes intraoculares o prognóstico visual final ainda não é o desejável.
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**INTRODUCTION**

Blindness in children is a high-priority goal of the World Health Organization until 2020. In 1992, dates showed 1.5 million cases of childhood blindness in the world, in 2002 around 1.3 million and in 2010 around 1.4 million. The literature reports about 75% of avoidable blindness in children in the world, and 30% of them are due to Pediatric Cataract (PC). Other important causes are refractive error, corneal opacities and retinopathy of prematurity.

Furthermore, socioeconomic development influence in the prevalence and etiology of PC. More than 85% of blind children live in Africa, Asia and Latin America. In Brazil, the prevalence of low vision due to PC is still high, 5.5 to 12% of the patients. It is known about the difficulty in obtaining accurate prevalence data on blindness in children due to very large samples population-based, besides the high cost, demands trained professionals and specific equipment.

The final goal of PC is successful visual rehabilitation. However, the controversy over the best correction of aphakia resulting from cataract surgery and primary intraocular lens (IOL) implantation, especially in newborns, remains under study.

The purpose of this review is to report the prevalence causes, and treatment of pediatric cataract.

**DEVELOPMENT**

**Morphology, Etiology and Clinical Findings**

The classification of PC depends on morphological analysis of lens opacity, its etiology and time of emergence.

The morphological types are according to the location of the lens opacity. They are Polar, Zonular, Coronary, Total (white), Membranous and Persistent Fetal Vasculature (PFV). The Zonular is the most common and according to the location may have subtypes: Nuclear, Lamellar, Capsule Plaque and Sutural. Often there is an association between the subtypes. Most of the studies the Nuclear is the most common varying from 10 to 54%, followed by lamellar. Usually nuclear is non progressive and almost all had an association with posterior capsule plaque.

There is a socioeconomic influence in the other etiologies and morphology. Retrospective studies in developing countries asserted congenital infections, especially Rubella in the first trimester of pregnancy as one of the most prevalent etiologies and total cataract as one of the most common morphologies found, opposing the rarity in developed countries. The vaccination campaigns against rubella have been reduced its prevalence. Others intrauterine infections (toxoplasmosis, herpes, syphilis, varicella, cytomegalic), birth dates (prematurity and low birth weight), syndromes (Down, Turner, Lowe, Hallermann-Streiff-Francois, Nance-Horan) and systemic diseases (galactosaemia, hypocalcaemia) are recognized as PC causes. As regards etiology more than 50% of cases are idiopathic and one third of cases are hereditary, most of them autosomal dominant.

Nuclear cataract have inheritance in 30-50% and lamellar commonly have pattern of inheritance too. Chronological classification depends on the time onset of the opacity. Congenital Cataract (CC) when detected before three months of life, Infantile Cataract (IC) when detected after three months and PC which includes all types. Trauma is the major cause of acquired cataracts in infants, however, traumatic is a type of cataract with management, implications and different expectations from CC. Most of the available studies affirm that 57-81% of PC are bilateral and is associated with systemic disorders or hereditary factors. Available studies demonstrated PFV in 94-100% of eyes with unilateral CC, and it may have association with microphthalmia, aniridia, iris coloboma and lens coloboma. Another peculiarity is its association with strabismus, nystagmus and fixation instabilities. The esotropia is found more and will generally follow deprivation amblyopia. The nystagmus is an indicator that vision is affected significantly.

The importance of recognizing these signs is due to the fact that they were related to visual prognosis.

**Decision about the treatment**

The decision about the treatment in children with PC depends on extension of lens opacity, through of the examination of the red reflex, retinoscopy and biomicroscopy or using a handheld slitlamp when possible or undergoing examination under anesthesia if necessary. The red reflex in newborn detect early suspects of CC and has a low cost, reasons that made it mandatory in many hospitals. The CC without risk to amblyopia shouldn’t be an indication for surgery. Monitoring is preferred, in addition using mydriatic drops, occlusion of the dominant eye and postponing surgery to avoid surgical complications. The presence of dense opacities with more than 3 mm in diameter in the center of the lens brings low vision and should be removed. The ideal is to perform surgery between 1-4 months of life. Before 4 weeks risks outweigh the benefits. Glaucoma is the most serious complication, the sooner the surgery the higher the risk, besides, the calculation of biometrics is more prone to errors and inflammation is more frequent. Thus, after 4 weeks of life surgery should be performed and the vision can be developed in the best possible way. At birth the visual system is immature and is still developing in early months of life. The newborn has poor fixation, very limited ability to discriminate colors, limited visual fields and an estimated visual acuity between 20/200 and 20/400. During the growth, the acuity reaches the healthy adult standard of 20/20 at 6 months. The development of the visual stimulus depends on the integrity of a complex network which includes retina, optic nerve, optic radiations, visual pathway and visual cortex. The development of the cortex depends on the phenomenon called plasticity, manipulated by changes in stimuli, for example presence of CC or treatment using patching. In general the images provided by the better eye will be recorded. Knowing this, studies recommend early surgery with the aim of reducing the risk of amblyopia, principally in unilateral IC.

**Surgery and complications**

The child’s eye has some details that make technically more difficult the cataract surgery than adults. The anterior capsule is more elastic, the vitreous pressure is larger, the sclera is thinner, small pupil is often and the hydrodissection should be more difficult the cataract surgery than adults. The anterior capsule is more elastic, the vitreous pressure is larger, the sclera is thinner, small pupil is often and the hydrodissection should be more careful in posterior polar because in 40% of the surgeries it may be stuck in the posterior capsule.

The femtosecond laser in infants began to be realized with success helping principally in the capsulotomy, with a specific diameter without risk for capsular tears. The difference between adults and children is the size of the eye which is impossible to accommodate the laser’s interface. So it is necessary in children create a small lateral cantholysis of less than 2 mm to realize the
procedure\textsuperscript{(17)}. Probably in the future the laser will be a more consolidated step in children’s cataract surgery.

Posterior capsule opacification (PCO) is an expected complication, requiring additional treatment with Neodymium:YAG-laser or intraocular reoperation in order to recovery the optical transparency because of the risk of amblyopia. To avoid this postoperative complication, some surgeons perform a posterior capsulotomy with anterior vitrectomy\textsuperscript{(15,53).} PCO incidence varies depending on IOL materials\textsuperscript{(18).} Reports show that hydrophobic acrylic IOLs apparently have more PCO than polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) IOLs, even then, the prevalence is high, reaching 50\%\textsuperscript{(18,19).} Glaucoma is the most severe complication after IC surgery. It may occur several years after primary surgery, being more frequent the development around 3 years of age and needs long-term follow-up\textsuperscript{(20).} The prevalence varies from 3.5\% to 58\% and the exact etiology is still unknown\textsuperscript{(12,21).} This large variation in prevalence of glaucoma may be related to the length of time of post operative follow-up of children ranging in the studies, since the risk continues to rise with time\textsuperscript{(20,21).} Bilateral risk is higher than unilateral\textsuperscript{(21).} Furthermore, the literature is contradictory on primary IOL implantation and glaucoma development. The theoretical explanation for the IOL to prevent glaucoma is to avoid the vitreous contacting the trabecular meshwork. On the other hand intact posterior capsule may be associated with a lower risk of development glaucoma\textsuperscript{(22).}

Other less frequent adverse events can occur after PC surgery, such as pupillary membranes, corectopia, phimosis of the anterior capsule, lens reproliferation, vitreous hemorrhage, retinal detachment, endophthalmitis, phthisis bulb, corneal abrasion, corneal edema, dilated pupil and capsular phimosis\textsuperscript{(15,23).}

IOLs

IOLs implantation in children after two years old is accepted by most pediatric surgeons. In the 1980s, the introduction of PMMA IOLs and vitrectomy instrumentation got an improvement in surgical results, and the introduction of hydrophobic acrylic IOLs in 1990’s made it better\textsuperscript{(24).} Even with increasing costs, the hydrophobic acrylic single-piece lens implanted in the capsular bag became the favorite among surgeons, due to the possibility to introduce the IOLs in small incision, with less trauma and less PCO\textsuperscript{(20).} Three piece IOLs can be deformed in small eyes and occlusion the pupil, but are indicated for sulcus fixation. Silicone and hydrophilic acrylic IOLs are not the first choice for children, because more PCO and capsule contraction was found respectively. However some studies show good results with hydrophilic acrylic IOLs compared to PMMA IOLs\textsuperscript{(25).}

From birth to maturity, the eye increases three times its size. One third of the eye’s growth in diameter occurs in the first year of life. The axial length (AL) is extremely short, most of them less than 20mm and the refractive power of the cornea is high, about 51 dioptries (D), consequently the prediction error in IOL calculation is expected. Every 1mm of increase in ocular length results in approximately 2.50 D of myopic shift. An axial length measurement error is increased at 4 to 14 D/mm in children compared with 3 to 4 D/mm error in adults\textsuperscript{(26).} Some reports suggest under correction in 20-30\%, hyperopia of +6.0 or +8.0 D, expecting this growth of the eye, especially in bilateral cataract and corrections with contact lenses in the first months after the surgery\textsuperscript{(27,28).} AL measurements are possible under anesthesia with A-scan ultrasonography, being contact or immersion with equivalent results\textsuperscript{(29,30).} With respect to biometric formulas, they can be used the same as in adults, stressing that Sanders-Retzlaff-Kraff theoretic (SRK/T) is described as more predictable, following Holladay I and SRK II\textsuperscript{(24,28,31).}

There is no agreement about the best time for surgery and IOL implantation. It is advisable to leave aphakia infants less than seven months of life, especially for families who can afford and properly perform the treatment with contact lens\textsuperscript{(31).} However, we expect complications in the eyes of these children to be subjected to secondary implant later and this should be weighed. The primary implant is an option in cases where there is risk of decreasing visual acuity of the child for inappropriate use of contact lens. According to some studies, the correction with primary IOL implantation unilateral results in improved visual acuity, improved binocular vision outcome, but higher rate of complications requiring reoperation\textsuperscript{(32).} Recently, a multicenter clinical trial compared cataract surgery in children less than seven months of age with unilateral CC with and without IOL implantation following in the first 5 years. The long-term monitoring showed no statistical difference in the outcome of visual acuity between groups\textsuperscript{(33).}

Aphakia rehabilitation

Beyond the diagnostic difficulty, intrasurgical complications, decisions on IOL implantation and postoperative adverse events, the IC requires a rigorous treatment of visual correction and refraction requires more attention, preferably with pediatric ophthalmologist, psychological monitoring and expert fitting of contact lens in children.

Contact Lens/Spectacles

The infantile aphakia visual rehabilitation is possible with contact lens (CL), soft (SE) or rigid gas permeable (RGP), or spectacles. The recommendation is CL in monocular aphakia and spectacles in bilateral aphakia, but the financial conditions and the family support must be taken into account. The literature shows some successful cases in monocular aphakia with spectacles and patching and CL in bilateral aphakia and nystagmus CC\textsuperscript{(30,34).} The CL in children are harder to fit than in adults, but follow the same principles. The rapid growth of the eye during the first 18 months of life requires frequent monitoring\textsuperscript{(35).} At birth the horizontal corneal diameter (HCD) is about 10mm in normal eyes and the corneal curvature between 47 D (7.18mm) and 48.50 D (6.96mm) and close to two years of age is approximately 43.5D and the HCD increases to 11.5mm between 3 and 4 years old\textsuperscript{(36).}

The suggestion in newborns with a normal eye is to start with a specifically RGP designed for aphakia infants in flatter curve of the cornea (K), about 7.00 to 7.5 mm and increase frequently about every three months for the infant’s first 12 months. The total diameter fitting in RGP depends on the infant’s age; usually of 10.0 mm, vary 8.3 to 11.2mm and refraction +26 D to +32 D\textsuperscript{(37).} The SE about 2.5 to 3.0mm larger than the horizontal visible iris diameter. Newborns should be overcorrected by about +2.50 to +3.00D to focus them at this near viewing point correction at 50 cm and at 18 to 24 months of age should be reduced to +1.00 to +1.50 D, when children starts to become more aware of distant objects and at 3 to 4 years should have appropriate distance correction, with the reading correction then incorporated into a pair of spectacles, usually bifocals or multifocal, to be used over the contact lenses\textsuperscript{(37).} The lens will be removed once a week in particular leaving it in solution.
The silicone hydrogel SE is the type more fitting in pediatrics, is easy to fit, because it is a logical way without keratometry, very stable on the eye and has a good oxygen supply even in a high plus power(35). On the other hand, it does not correct the significant corneal astigmatism, is more difficult to insert by the parents and loss is not uncommon(36). RGP is even more stable, able to correct for any corneal astigmatism, easier handling and some complications are less common, such as microbial keratitis, corneal vascularisation and papillary conjunctivitis. However, RGP requires more medical expertise, is more prone to foreign bodies and more easily ejected. Apparently, there are no differences in visual acuity between SE and wearing RGP(38).

Secondary IOL implantation

In the aphakic infants an elective secondary IOL implantation appears to provide a safe and effective alternative, like in some cases the inability to wear contact lens successfully. The secondary IOL implantation around 2 years in bilateral IC may show better visual prognosis than early primary IOL implantation and can contribute to lowering glaucoma incidence(40). The IOL can be inserted in the capsular bag or in the ciliary sulcus, with/without iris or scleral fixation, depending on the situation(40). Possible complications should be taken into account, such as macular edema and elevated intraocular pressure(41).

Amblyopia treatment

The risk of amblyopia is greatest during the first year of life. The occlusion therapy with patching should be prescribed soon after the surgery in unilateral or bilateral cataract, around 2-4 weeks at the same time starting the most accurate refractive error correction possible in pseudophakic or aphakia either with spectacles or contact lens(39). If none of these forms work, the choice in those cases is IOL secondary implantation. The period of use the treatment with patch has relation with the age of the patient(42,43). Up to 12 months of life in infants that are left with unilateral aphakia, occlusion of the eye not operated for 1 hour daily is recommended and after, a half of awaking hours is indicated, that way forcing the brain to use the suppressed eye(40). In bilateral cases if one eye is more amblyopic than the other the occlusion therapy is necessary and is important alternation the patching among the eyes. In general, the success of occlusion therapy for amblyopia will depend on the age of the patient, the degree of visual impairment and adherence to treatment(41). The duration will depend on recovery of vision during the first decade of life. There must be careful monitoring, to avoid sensory deprivation amblyopia in the eye occluded. A recent study compared children with unilateral IC treatment with IOL implanted at the time of the surgery or corrected aphakia with contact lens showed incidence of nystagmus and fixation instabilities about 60% overall(40).

Visual acuity

Reports about visual results after cataract surgery in the children must have careful consideration when compared to each other, because the visual outcome depends on the age of the patient type of cataract, laterality, the delay until surgery and visual rehabilitation treatment. The chance of amblyopia is higher in unilateral IC, dense lens, delayed surgery and irregular treatment with occlusion or contact lens/spectacle.

The best choice to measure the best corrected visual acuity in children is the Teller acuity card. It is accurate, is possible estimates of the VA in about 5 minutes and can be use with children starting at one month of age(42). The Visual evoked potentials (VEP) is relatively simple and noninvasive but it is a time consuming procedure. The electrical activity in the brain is measured in response to stimulation of sight and should be indicated as a supplement in special cases(40).

Reports shown in unilateral IC with or without IOL implantation underwent surgery before 1 year age, visual acuity about 40 to 50% with poor visual acuity ≤ 20/200. The better vision around 20/32 the vast majority without primary IOL implantation(44). Primary IOL implantation in bilateral CC implantation underwent surgery before 1 year of age mostly lies between 20/25 to 20/100. Secondary IOL implantation around 2 years in bilateral CC implantation underwent surgery before 1 year age mostly lies between 20/100 to 20/40, the latter 40% of the children(46). Almost all these children will be able to attend a normal school.

Conclusions and recommendations

IC is still a major cause of blindness in the world even with government investments. The prognosis is worse in congenital cataract with associated disorders or unilateral. The timing of surgery is critical, therefore the importance of the red reflex test at birth and forwarding to a reference center. The lens implant is consolidated starting from the age of two, however before this age it is questionable because the literature shows no statistical difference in visual acuity and a greater number of surgical interventions, especially until 12 months of life. Glaucoma is the worst complication and PCO the most common. All methods of visual acuity correction have their limitations and advantages, and the choice must be made individually. The suggestion is to delay IOL implantation if the families can manage contact lens care and expense. The long-term safety remains a consideration. Cataract surgery offers children with this condition the best chance for a full life.
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